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It's Complicated - Missy Johnson 2018-06-16
They call him the Anaconda, and I'm pretty sure it isn't because he likes
snakes. Nick Jenson is my neighbor. My hot, oh-so-sexy, very-wellequipped neighbor that I'd spend hours watching from the safety of my
bedroom window. I saw lots of things I probably shouldn't have.
Sometimes I'd touch myself, imagining it were his hands roaming over
my body instead of my own. I had just one mission-to find out if the
rumors were true. Then one day, he caught me watching him. I was
mortified. I was prepared to quit college, move to another country, and
live the rest of my life saying, "Nick who?" But, apparently, life had other
ideas. Because Nick? Well, he isn't just my neighbor ... He's also my
father's best friend. If I thought things were difficult before, they were
about to get a whole lot more complicated. Oh, and those rumors? Holy
f...., were they true ...
The Labyrinth Queen - Tansey Morgan 2018-04-18
From the author of Serpent's Touch comes a wicked story of love, loss,
and terrible danger. In a world where Kings and Queens make court,
where monsters are real, and magic is to be feared, there exists a great
and terrible labyrinth of unknown origin, lorded over by an equally
enigmatic and mysterious King. No one who enters the labyrinth without
the King's permission leaves, those who defy the King are thrown in as
punishment, but for everyone else who lives within this King's domain,
the labyrinth is a source of safety and protection. For Cailyn, the
labyrinth is about to become a nightmare from which she can never
awaken. The Labyrinth Queen is the first in a brand new series by Tansey
Morgan, author of the hit debut novel, 'Serpent's Touch', and the Last
Serpent series. Departing from her usual style of contemporary
paranormal romance in favor of the fantastical, Tansey offers a
spellbinding story filled with twists, turns, magic, and danger, told from
the standpoint of a woman who questions her own self worth, but yearns
to find it. More than just that, however, Tansey introduces us to the love
interests in the story by giving you their unique points of view, allowing
you to follow this Reverse Harem novel through the eyes of not just one,
but many viewpoints. If you love the paranormal romance and fantasy
genres, if you like your stories to have a little bite in them, if you aren't
scared of excitement, then this is the book for you. Disclaimer: this book
is part of a continuing series of novels, all which will follow the same arc
over many books, but each which will tease into the next - expect to be
left with questions at the end. As a reverse harem fantasy novel, you can
expect there to be action, magic, intrigue, and multiple primary love
interests. Sexual content will also form a part of this series, as will
swearing and violence. If you're happy with all of this, then... Buy the
Labyrinth Queen today, and "forget about the baby"!
Book of Night - Holly Black 2022-05-03
"A delicious, dark, adrenaline rush of a book. I'm already dying to see
Charlie Hall's next con." - New York Times bestselling author, Alix E.
Harrow #1 New York Times bestselling author Holly Black makes her
stunning adult debut with Book of Night, a modern dark fantasy of
betrayals, secret societies, and a dissolute thief of shadows, in the vein of
Neil Gaiman and Erin Morgenstern. Charlie Hall has never found a lock
she couldn’t pick, a book she couldn’t steal, or a bad decision she
wouldn’t make. She's spent half her life working for gloamists, magicians
who manipulate shadows to peer into locked rooms, strangle people in
their beds, or worse. Gloamists guard their secrets greedily, creating an
underground economy of grimoires. And to rob their fellow magicians,
they need Charlie Hall. Now, she’s trying to distance herself from past
mistakes, but getting out isn’t easy. Bartending at a dive, she’s still
entirely too close to the corrupt underbelly of the Berkshires. Not to
mention that her sister Posey is desperate for magic, and that Charlie's
shadowless, and possibly soulless, boyfriend has been hiding things from
her. When a terrible figure from her past returns, Charlie descends into a
maelstrom of murder and lies. Determined to survive, she’s up against a
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cast of doppelgangers, mercurial billionaires, gloamists, and the people
she loves best in the world—all trying to steal a secret that will give them
vast and terrible power. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Moon Touched - Elizabeth Briggs 2021-09
My fated mate rejected me-and now I've been captured by someone even
worse. As the half-human outcast of the Cancer pack, I've been beaten
and bullied my whole life. Gaining my wolf form and my fated mate is my
only chance to change packs and hope for a better life. Except when my
fated mate is revealed, he's the future alpha of the Leo pack-our worst
enemies. He rejects me in front of everyone, just before the Leos
slaughter my entire pack and murder my family. I manage to escape, but
then I'm kidnapped by a far greater threat: the alpha of the mysterious
lost pack. The 13th sign was banished from the Zodiac Wolves years ago,
and I thought they were just a myth. They're real. They're holding me
captive. And the dark, dangerous alpha is offering me something I can't
refuse-revenge. Moon Touched is the first book in a scorching hot wolf
shifter trilogy, perfect for fans of Jaymin Eve, Laura Thalassa, and Amelia
Hutchins.
Night's End - Yasmine Galenorn 2014-07-01
THE THRILLING CONCLUSION TO YASMINE GALENORN’S
“ADDICTIVE” (Smexy Books) BESTSELLING SERIES Eons ago, vampires
tried to turn the dark Fae in order to harness their magic, only to create
a demonic enemy more powerful than they could have imagined. Now, in
a final push, Myst returns with a vengeance to bring the Golden Wood
forever under the rule of the Indigo Court. Newly crowned Fae Queens
Cicely and Rhiannon have embraced their destinies and claimed their
thrones. But Myst is rising once more, and now, at the helm of her
armies, she begins her final assault on the Golden Wood. As Fae,
vampires, and magic-born alike fall under the tide of blood, Cicely and
her friends must discover a way to destroy the spidery queen before
they—and their people—face total annihilation.
Briarwitch Academy 1 - K. C. Kingmaker 2020-08-28
I don't look for trouble. It finds me: murderous teachers, sexy
supernaturals, devious plots. My name is Dawn Rose. I was the foodscavenger for my group of outcasts in the Fringe--what used to be LA
County before the Abnorms and supernaturals turned it into a hellscape.
But I never expected to witness a brutal murder-by-magic. Now I've been
whisked off to Briarwitch Academy, the place where magic goes to grow.
The faculty think I have an ancient untapped power. Yeah, right. Like I'm
going to fit in with drunken gnomes and goth pixies. And then there are
the smoldering shifter dudes. One of them basically stalks me. The other
hates me. I want them both. I'm just trying to survive the bullies and my
classes and the magical weirdos who don't think I belong here. But when
evil threatens the academy, I have to stop it from reaching back home.
And that whole murder thing? I know who did it. And he knows I know.
And life's about to get way more complicated... This is a slow-burn
reverse harem paranormal romance with more heat than a fresh ghost
pepper and more mystery than that missing Tupperware lid in your
kitchen. If you like badass female leads, snarky sidekicks, conflicted
alpha males, and straight-up evil baddies, one-click now!
The Hidden - Ivy Asher 2019-08-28
I am a latent wolf shifter. Or so I thought.Then life as I knew it changed
in a flash--or more accurately, an electrocution.I've woken up in a
strange place, surrounded by strange people who hate me. They're in the
middle of a war, and I look like I belong on the wrong side of it. If that's
not enough to qualify as a really bad day, I now have wings and a strange
animal to figure out, because it turns out that there's not a damn latent
thing about me. If I want to live, I have to prove that I'm not the spy I'm
accused of being. Then I need to figure out how the fuck to get back
home before all hell breaks loose. Too bad my animal has zero interest in
working with me unless it has to do with the two hot assholes that lead
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this rebel group. I'm on my own, in a place I've never even heard of, with
threats I don't know how to defeat. And lucky me, I might as well have a
rotisserie chicken living inside of me for all the help my newly discovered
gryphon is. Perfect. Just fucking perfect.
Shadow's Touch - T. M. Hart 2018-08-17
Violet Archer has spent her life fighting Shadows. Now she's married to
their prince. There's just one problem for the Dark Lord... His new bride
is plotting to kill him.Shadows have been attacking Radiants for
millennia. They creep through the streets at night and take innocent
lives, feeding from a Radiant's Light. Yet Violet is out there in the dark,
fighting with an elite team to eliminate the guerrilla attacks and keep her
people safe. While she's good at what she does, it isn't enough. So when
the opportunity to do something more arises, Violet takes it. But now she
finds herself at the dark and dreary Shadow Court. And she slowly
realizes that nothing is as she thought. While her mysterious host evades
her, she finds herself unable to fight a supernatural pull she has to him.
And the more time that passes at the Dark Manor, the more they find
they need one another. After all . . . their lives depend on it. Blending the
best of both paranormal romance and urban fantasy, Shadow's Touch is a
dark and steamy adventure full of twists and turns that will leave you
wanting more!
A Kiss of Shadows - Laurell K. Hamilton 2001-01-18
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Meet Merry Gentry, paranormal P.I.,
and enter a thrilling, sensual world as dangerous as it is beautiful, full of
earthly pleasures and dazzling magic, and ruled by the all-consuming
passions of immortal beings once worshipped as gods . . . or demons.
Merry Gentry, princess of the high court of Faerie, is posing as a human
in Los Angeles, working as a private investigator specializing in
supernatural crime. But now the queen’s assassin has been dispatched to
fetch her—whether she likes it or not. Suddenly Merry finds herself a
pawn in her dreaded aunt’s plans. The job that awaits her: enjoy the
constant company of the most beautiful immortal men in the world. The
reward: the crown—and the opportunity to continue to live. The penalty
for failure: death. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Laurell
K. Hamilton’s A Shiver of Light. Praise for Laurell K. Hamilton and A Kiss
of Shadows “One of the most inventive and exciting writers in the
paranormal field.”—Charlaine Harris “Sexy . . . Merry’s adventures are
engaging and keep the reader turning the pages.”—St. Louis PostDispatch “Stunning . . . steamy . . . an exciting and original world.”—San
Jose Mercury News “I’ve never read a writer with a more fertile
imagination.”—Diana Gabaldon
Serpent's Touch - Tansey Morgan 2017-10-19
The thing about fairy tales is, there's usually a catch. This one was no
exception. The day I, Lilith Palmer, stopped being the Hot Topic girl and
became something else started as any other, but ended in the car of a
devilishly handsome man whose net-worth was probably higher than the
entire neighborhood I lived in; not my usual Tuesday night. That,
however, was only the start of the weird path I was about to set off on; a
path that would take me to a place where reality collides with magic,
where I find out everything I knew about the world I lived in was a lie,
and where I'm the only woman present. There are five of them - five of
the most interesting, sexy, and probably dangerous men I have ever met.
They live in a mansion in the middle of rural Germany, a mansion
protected by magic. And they tell me not only do they have supernatural
abilities, but that I have them too, and they're here to help pull them out
of me. Sounds like a dream, until that catch comes up. Supernaturals are
being hunted down for the energy they possess, myself especially, and if
they don't act fast to bring me into the fold, a fate worse than death
awaits all of us. But triggering my supernatural side to come out won't be
easy, not before I'm ready, and when the hunters step up their game and
the window starts to close, it'll take everything I have in me just to stay
alive; no matter how many men would put their lives on the line to
protect me. Serpent's Touch is the first book in a brand new paranormal
REVERSE HAREM series by Tansey Morgan. If you love the paranormal
romance and urban fantasy genres, and want to read something that not
only straddles the line between both, but introduces not one, but five
love interests, then this is the book for you. Disclaimer: this book is part
of a continuing series of novels, all which will follow the same arc over
many books, but each which will tease into the next - expect to be left
with questions at the end. As a reverse harem urban fantasy, you can
expect there to be action, magic, intrigue, and multiple primary love
interests. Sexual content will also form a part of this series, as will
swearing and violence. If you're happy with all of this, then... Scroll up,
hit buy now, and dive into this sexy paranormal world!
Savage Fae - Susanne Valenti 2020-01-19
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There's more to my brother's murder than I realised... Shadows in the
halls, mysteries lurking around every corner. Whoever killed him is
covering their tracks well. And now I'm walking a dangerous line
between getting close to the four kings for information and wanting to
crawl deeper under their skin for my own desires. I can't trust anyone. I
can't let my guard down. And I must keep the urges of my body separate
from my heart. But I'm starting to break all of my own rules. I just hope
I'm not falling for my brother's killer.
Noc City (The Complete Trilogy) - Penn Cassidy 2021-06-15
The Complete Noc City Trilogy - Special Edition! Book 1 Noc City Book 2
Blood Moon Book 3 Hybrid Theory Book 1 Noc City They call me the
Angel of Noc City, but it's all a lie. The cameras see what they want to
see as my father spins half truths and dangerous propaganda. Darklings
are dangerous. Monstrous. Unholy. They're a threat to humans
everywhere, and they need to be destroyed, despite the decades of
peace. But what happens when Noc City's poster girl discovers she's one
of the monsters they fear? I can tell you what happens. Chaos. Fear. War.
I thought death was my only way out. Sweet, dark oblivion. But I was
wrong. The way out might just be through a room of chains, blood, and
cravings...of sex, pain, and betrayal. My way out of this hell might rest in
the hands of the most dangerous creatures Noc City's ever known. Book
1 Blood Moon I've been beaten... I've been humiliated... I've been
shackled... I've peered behind the masks and uncovered a world of
secrets and evil I never knew existed, and now it's time to choose my
side. These men are ruthless, powerful leaders who have seen things I
could only dream of. They're cunning, sinister and too alluring for their
own good. I've gone from captive to complicit in a matter of weeks, and
they're each tempting the darkest parts of myself I've hidden for so long
now. I know what needs to be done. Even if it means jumping right back
into the snake pit. I'm a darkling, after all, and I'll fight tooth and claw to
bring justice to my kind. All bets are off because I'm out for blood. Book
3 Hybrid Theory I'm changing... From the inside out I'm changing and I
can't stop it. Who I was, who I thought I could be... It's all gone now. A
single moment was all it took to shatter everything I thought I knew
about myself. A single moment was all it took to make me the most
wanted woman in the world. This is a DARK reverse harem series with a
LOT of blood, MMF, and swears, not to mention references to su*cide,
abuse, and trauma. 18+ due to graphic violence and sexual situations.
V Games - Caroline Peckham 2017-10-09
LAST ONE TO THE GRAVE, WINS.Being a killer wasn't what eighteen
year old Selena Grey ever expected she'd become. But with her
stepfather's blood fresh on her hands, she finds herself walking into an
eight by six prison cell where she'll live out the next twenty five years of
her life. Or so she thought...When a man as beautiful as he is terrifying
walks into the prison, Selena is the only one seemingly unaffected by his
charms. But Varick's impossibly dark eyes are trained on her and her
alone, frightening Selena of what his presence forewarns. It's not long
before she finds out as she wakes on a ship in the dead of night, a captive
of the forbidding Varick who seems more beast than man. But when she
arrives at a barren and isolated island in the stormy north sea, she soon
realises that the obnoxious Varick may be her only hope of survival.
Because, in a place where polar night reigns for the next six months, a
powerful and cruel family are about to start this year's season of the V
Games. And Selena is marked to participate in the blood sport, hunted by
ravenous vampires and surviving the harsh terrain of the bleak island.
And, not only that, but Selena just became the highest bid on contestant
in a century...
Rage - K. A Knight 2019-06-17
My husband killed me. Then he screwed his way through the city, the
only problem? I didn't stay dead. It seems killing me woke something
deep inside, something so dark and buried so deep I never knew it was
there. I don't know what I am, I don't really care. All I can think about is
revenge, even as the monsters in the dark start to surround me. Their
horns and black eyes, mouths filled with fangs claiming I am theirs. My
monsters will have to wait, he will regret the day he crossed me.Are you
scared of the dark? You should be.*18+ Reverse Harem Romance.
Warning this book contains scenes and references of abuse/assault that
some readers may find triggering. Along with graphic sex scenes and
violence. This is a dark book*
Wild Wolf - Jennifer Ashley 2014-04-01
In the latest Shifters Unbound novel, a man has resigned himself to a life
half lived. But a beautiful, courageous woman has him longing for
something more… Graham McNeil knows that his pack is unruly, but he’s
not sure he can take the next step toward Shiftertown stability—choosing
a new mate. After losing his mate and son long ago, Graham has worked
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hard to keep his heart in check. And even if he was inclined to bind
himself again, his girlfriend, Misty, is human—a fact that won’t sit well
with Graham’s old-fashioned wolves. But Graham is up against a new
enemy, one who could spell danger and death to all of Shiftertown.
Graham must now defend his leadership and save Misty, the woman he
has grown to love—before Shiftertown is pulled into an all-out war.
Klutz - Sedona Ashe 2021-10-27
I escaped the jungle, only to end up abducted and held captive. But I'm
not waiting to be rescued. Screw that damsel-in-distress garbage! I'm the
last Phoenix shifter and I'm about to give them hellfire! Of course, I'd
wind up kidnapped. I thought being kidnapped would be sexy or
something. I was dead wrong. Haha, get it? As if the jungle, viper bites,
piranhas, killer bugs and the five sexy dipstick-for-brains I saved weren't
enough, I'm now a captive of some lab coat weirdos in an
experimentation facility. I definitely got the wrong idea of torture from
"50 Shades of Grey". Don't look at me like that, you read it too! They
seem to be willing to stop at nothing in their effort to break me. But
come on, they're not that creative, just annoying in their determination
to figure out how much I can take. Another rare shifter is being held
here. I can feel him. Yep, another freaking mate. In case you haven't
been counting, that makes it six fated mates... sheesh! My five jaguar
shifter mates couldn't seem to make up their minds. Were they happy to
have me or desperate to ditch me? I'm not even sure if they are coming
to rescue me. Who did I tick off in the universe to deserve all of this? No
need to send help, because I've got this... as soon as I find some clothes.
They are about to find out exactly who and what I really am. "But Did
You Die?" is a comedy filled paranormal romance series that includes
jaguar shifters, a mysterious underground society, fated mates, and an
incredibly clumsy Phoenix. Follow Amaryllis as she discovers who she is
and 'collects' her soulmates along the way! It is full of humor, adventure,
and scenes to entice and thrill you... or to make you unexpectedly snort
with laughter. The series will have a HEA...it will just take a little while
to get there! *Ryls is being held in a laboratory, and some of what she
endures is included in this book.*
House of Earth and Blood - Sarah J. Maas 2020-03-03
A #1 New York Times bestseller! Sarah J. Maas's brand-new CRESCENT
CITY series begins with House of Earth and Blood: the story of half-Fae
and half-human Bryce Quinlan as she seeks revenge in a contemporary
fantasy world of magic, danger, and searing romance. Bryce Quinlan had
the perfect life-working hard all day and partying all night-until a demon
murdered her closest friends, leaving her bereft, wounded, and alone.
When the accused is behind bars but the crimes start up again, Bryce
finds herself at the heart of the investigation. She'll do whatever it takes
to avenge their deaths. Hunt Athalar is a notorious Fallen angel, now
enslaved to the Archangels he once attempted to overthrow. His brutal
skills and incredible strength have been set to one purpose-to
assassinate his boss's enemies, no questions asked. But with a demon
wreaking havoc in the city, he's offered an irresistible deal: help Bryce
find the murderer, and his freedom will be within reach. As Bryce and
Hunt dig deep into Crescent City's underbelly, they discover a dark
power that threatens everything and everyone they hold dear, and they
find, in each other, a blazing passion-one that could set them both free, if
they'd only let it. With unforgettable characters, sizzling romance, and
page-turning suspense, this richly inventive new fantasy series by #1
New York Times bestselling author Sarah J. Maas delves into the
heartache of loss, the price of freedom-and the power of love.
King of Shadows - Kathryn Ann Kingsley 2019-03-13
Some call him a madman. Others call him a warlock. Both are true.But if
it wasn't for Aon, I'd be dead. I was mere seconds away from dying by
Edu's hands when the King of Shadows appeared in a flash of lightning,
saving me from Edu's murderous plans.Now I'm under his protection,
living in his home. The more time I'm forced to spend with him, the more
I start to piece together the puzzle of why Aon and Edu are at
war.Despite how everyone else seems to hate Aon, there's something
that pulls me towards him-like gravity, refusing to let go. My heart is
telling me to believe what he says is true, yet there's this prickle of
warning in the back of my skull cautioning me against falling for the King
of Shadows. In the world of Under trusting the wrong person can get you
killed. Only the strong survive out here, and that's what I intend to do.
Survive.
Mistake of Magic - Alex Lidell 2018-06-20
Three trials stand between Lera and exile. Unless the training kills her
first. Quint magic has never chosen a human before, and the Elders
Council is convinced Lera is a mistake. When the quint refuses to be
cleaved apart, the enraged elders give them a choice: exile from Lunos or
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demotion to the lowest of trainees. Subject again to the humiliations and
deadly trials they endured centuries ago, the males now face a new
challenge--training Lera to survive. River, Shade, Coal, and Tye will do
whatever it takes to keep Lera safe. But Lera will do whatever she must
to keep them together--even if it means putting herself in mortal danger.
MISTAKE OF MAGIC is a full-length reverse-harem fantasy novel, sequel
to the Amazon bestseller, POWER OF FIVE.
Broken Fae - Caroline Peckham 2020
Of Silver and Shadow - Jennifer Gruenke 2021-02-16
Ren Kolins, a magic wielder in hiding, strikes a deal with a broody rebel
plotting to overthrow the tyrant king, while king’s guard member Adley
Farre is hunting down the rebels one by one. But time is running out for
all of them.
Wild Magic - Sadie Jacks 2020-03-19
Deep inside her lives a wild thing. And it’s straining to get free. Ripped
from her plans for freedom by a group of kidnapping magical killers,
Kiema Feuer once again has to save herself. This time though, she’s got
more help. But even when she’s safe, she’s not out of danger. Caught
between fanatic magical killers and long forgotten gods, Kiema is forced
to deal with the fact that everyone around her wants something from her.
Too bad the only ones she wants to help are the men she’s come to love.
Added to all of that is the realization that she’s carrying magic inside her
that makes an ageless goddess nervous. Her life is a wild tornado that
not even the best seer could have forecast. Will Kiema be able to thwart
the plans everyone else has for her, or will she end up as a sacrifice in a
war she didn’t want to be part of? Don’t miss Wild Magic, the second of
the Iron Serpent Chronicles by Sadie Jacks. If you like badass women,
interesting magic, and sexy as sin men, then Wild Magic will have you
staying up way past your bedtime!
The Circle - Dave Eggers 2013-10-08
A bestselling dystopian novel that tackles surveillance, privacy and the
frightening intrusions of technology in our lives—a “compulsively
readable parable for the 21st century” (Vanity Fair). When Mae Holland
is hired to work for the Circle, the world’s most powerful internet
company, she feels she’s been given the opportunity of a lifetime. The
Circle, run out of a sprawling California campus, links users’ personal
emails, social media, banking, and purchasing with their universal
operating system, resulting in one online identity and a new age of
civility and transparency. As Mae tours the open-plan office spaces, the
towering glass dining facilities, the cozy dorms for those who spend
nights at work, she is thrilled with the company’s modernity and activity.
There are parties that last through the night, there are famous musicians
playing on the lawn, there are athletic activities and clubs and brunches,
and even an aquarium of rare fish retrieved from the Marianas Trench by
the CEO. Mae can’t believe her luck, her great fortune to work for the
most influential company in the world—even as life beyond the campus
grows distant, even as a strange encounter with a colleague leaves her
shaken, even as her role at the Circle becomes increasingly public. What
begins as the captivating story of one woman’s ambition and idealism
soon becomes a heart-racing novel of suspense, raising questions about
memory, history, privacy, democracy, and the limits of human
knowledge.
Mages and Masquerades: An Urban Fantasy Novel - Tansey Morgan
2018-09-11
Time is ticking, lives hang in the balance. I traded in my life of magic and
demon hunting for a quiet one a long time ago. In the space of a couple
of nights, I've become homeless, jobless, and I'm now hiding from people
who want to open a back door to Hell itself. Things could be worse; I
could be alone, too, instead I'm rooming up with the sexy mage, Levi, and
that's been... interesting. Then one night I get a phone call from out of
nowhere, and suddenly we have a lead on the book we've been looking
for; or an invitation into a trap. Never one to take my own best advice, I
spring into the lead head-on and go where it takes me, because the fate
of London and the whole of the British Isles is at stake if I don't find that
book. Good thing I used to be the best demon hunter in the entire United
States; I'm gonna need every ounce of training if I'm going to succeed.
Teaming up with Tansey Morgan, author of the hit series "The Last
Serpent," Katerina Martinez is back doing what she does best; writing
gripping, action-packed urban fantasy you won't want to put down. If you
like snark, danger, action, and romance with a bit of bite, this book is for
you!
Escaping Monsters - Alexa B. James 2020-06-08
First comes love...Then comes marriage......and then comes my con-artist
husband selling me to werewolves on our honeymoon.On the run from
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my cruel captors, I stumble into Grayhaven. This secret supernatural
settlement is packed with biker demons, fae royals, and witches dealing
in death-magic. Their small town could be my salvation... or doom. But
when the Grayhaven werewolf pack tracks me down, I feel the noose of
impending capture tightening around my throat. I'm an omega, the least
dominant werewolf in the supernatural world. If I'm given an order--any
order--I'm powerless to refuse.The five dominant werewolves could
enslave me with a word. Instead, they take me in, protect me, and call
me their mate. I want to believe that they are mine... that I'm safe. Yet,
there is a malevolent darkness hunting me and it won't stop until it's
claimed me once more, body and soul. If you love sexy-as-hell alpha
werewolves, feisty heroines, fated mates, and dominant shifters who
would do anything to protect their mate, get ready to devour this
medium/fast burn reverse harem romance! Escaping Monsters is the first
book in this steamy new Why Choose werewolf series by Alexa B James
and Rita Stradling. This book is for 18 and over only please.
Fae Like Me - Lucy Auburn 2018-07-18
I just learned I'm a succubus. Here I thought I was a normal college girl
with a high libido. Turns out that's wrong - I'm so much more. I have
powers, and if I don't learn how to control them, I'll wind up killing
someone. Baton Rouge has never been so hot as it is when I meet Leon
and Naomi. And Tae Min, Petyr, Elah, Vincent: all fae like me. Here to
guide me into my new life. A life that includes hunting down the demon
summoner who framed my best friend for murder. Catching bad guys,
meeting dark fae, making a harem - my new life is different. Worst of all,
now I know my parents lied to me. I was never theirs. And my real
parents? Well, they've got a hell of a surprise in store for me. Life isn't
easy for a fae like me.
Shadowfever - Karen Marie Moning 2011-01-18
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “Evil is a completely different
creature, Mac. Evil is bad that believes it’s good.” MacKayla Lane was
just a child when she and her sister, Alina, were given up for adoption
and banished from Ireland forever. Twenty years later, Alina is dead and
Mac has returned to the country that expelled them to hunt her sister’s
murderer. But after discovering that she descends from a bloodline both
gifted and cursed, Mac is plunged into a secret history: an ancient
conflict between humans and immortals who have lived concealed among
us for thousands of years. What follows is a shocking chain of events with
devastating consequences, and now Mac struggles to cope with grief
while continuing her mission to acquire and control the Sinsar Dubh—a
book of dark, forbidden magic scribed by the mythical Unseelie King,
containing the power to create and destroy worlds. In an epic battle
between humans and Fae, the hunter becomes the hunted when the
Sinsar Dubh turns on Mac and begins mowing a deadly path through
those she loves. Who can she turn to? Who can she trust? Who is the
woman haunting her dreams? More important, who is Mac herself and
what is the destiny she glimpses in the black and crimson designs of an
ancient tarot card? From the luxury of the Lord Master’s penthouse to
the sordid depths of an Unseelie nightclub, from the erotic bed of her
lover to the terrifying bed of the Unseelie King, Mac’s journey will force
her to face the truth of her exile, and to make a choice that will either
save the world . . . or destroy it. BONUS: This edition contains a deleted
scene from Shadowfever and an excerpt from Karen Marie Moning's
Iced. Look for all of Karen Marie Moning’s sensational Fever novels:
DARKFEVER | BLOODFEVER | FAEFEVER | DREAMFEVER |
SHADOWFEVER | ICED | BURNED | FEVERBORN | FEVERSONG
Academy Of Beasts I - Becca Fanning
I lost everything in the fire, then I was whisked away to this Academy for
Shifters. I don't know anyone, I don't like anyone, and I definitely can't
trust anyone. And they don't even know that I have a secret... I'm not
supposed to be here. I'm not a Shifter. I'm something else. All the
while these five young men stare at me with primal hunger... USA Today
Bestselling Author Becca Fanning is proud to bring you this Reverse
Harem Academy Romance serial, packed with all the action, intrigue and
great chemistry you can handle!
Shadow Kissed - Sarah Piper 2018-04-13
A witch outrunning her past. Five smoldering-hot guardians. And the
dark secret that could destroy them all¿ Blackmoon Bay is a city of
monsters. Surviving here means never leaving home without a sharp
stake. It means keeping secrets, even from friends. And unless I want the
Hunters finding me again, it means my witchcraft stays on permanent
lockdown. Good policy-until the night I accidentally resurrect a dead girl,
rekindling my magic and drawing the Bay's most dangerous men to my
doorstep. Asher, the bad-boy incubus. Darius, the cunning, oh-so-sexy
vampire. Emilio, the wolf shifter with a big heart and a treacherous past.
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Ronan, the only demon I trust with my soul. And Death himself, bound to
my magic for reasons I don't understand.Together they've sworn to
protect me from the evil out there, but it's not the evil out there I'm
worried about. A shadow lurks inside me, black and deadly as a bomb.
And I'm pretty sure my magical mishap just lit the fuse.I'm Gray Desario.
Witch. Survivor. Occasional bringer of chaos. And tonight? The darkness
is coming¿
Full Moon Rising - Keri Arthur 2010
Riley Jenson, a rare hybrid of vampire and werewolf, and her twin
brother, Rhoan, work with the Melbourne Directorate of Other Races to
protect humans from supernatural races, but when Rhoan disappears
while on a mission, Riley learns she cannot depend on her employer to
find her brother and sets out into the night to save him.
Klutz - Sedona Ashe 2021-06-30
After I rescued these jerks from a plane crash, you'd think they'd be
nicer to me.I die, like all the time. My track record of hilarious, freak
accidental deaths would be impressive if it weren't so embarrassing.And
when I come back, I'm naked. Every. Dang. Time.After my plane was
sabotaged and crashed into the jungle, I rescued five male survivors from
the wreckage.I could have let them die, but no, I decided to pull their
stupid carcasses from the wreckage. I'm immortal, not a monster.Yes,
they're hot, now is not the time to do something about that.The five sexy
jaguar shifters are on a mission to locate someone, a rare phoenix
shifter. Phoenix, the legendary creature, reborn every time it dies.
Wait??Could they be looking for me?It doesn't matter since they walked
away and left me to die in the Amazon rainforest. A place full of
interesting new ways for a klutz like me to die. Surviving the jungle is
harsh, but it's nothing compared to how they have treated me.And the
worst part?It turns out these bullies are my fated mates. Yep, I must be
cursed.I can't wait to escape the jungle and leave these guys behind, but
another part of me is begging to love them?Was the Amazon always this
hot?"But Did You Die?" is a comedy filled, bully (only in book one),
paranormal romance series that includes jaguar shifters, a mysterious
underground society, fated mates, and an incredibly clumsy Phoenix.
Follow Amaryllis as she discovers who she is and 'collects' her soulmates
along the way! It is full of humor, adventure, and scenes to entice and
thrill you... or to make you unexpectedly snort with laughter. The series
will have a HEA?it will just take a little while to get there!
Elusion - Zoe Parker 2017-09-28
The First ProphecySeed of Death and Dragon's womb, suffering her fated
tomb.She, our savior, the Fallen's soul, shall shed her blood to make us
whole.A vengeful Darkness she will arise, her love calls forth the Darkest
tideYet, if her heart has ceased to beat, the world shall eclipse in Dark
complete.--------------------Pretend Ma told me the terrible things done to me
were for the greater good. That I would be a hero and fight for those who
can't fight for themselves.I'm not so sure about that. I am sure about that
my time in this world is drawing to a close. I'm okay with that. I even
wish for it, some days. Then I meet HIM. Mr. Glowy Eyes.I'm also sure
I'm a monster, and I'm CERTAIN that he's so much worse than that. But
he also shows me something important. Very important. Do you want to
know what it is?......Are you still waiting?I can't tell you, silly rabbit. Who
gives something like that away?Mr. Glowy Eyes is waiting, too.In the
dark...Under the bed...I can't promise he won't eat you...But I can
promise you won't mind when he does.Please be advised: **This book
contains violence and other content which may be triggering to
readers.**
Midnight Angel - Kimberly Loth 2021-11-05
Naomi has never tried to run away… until now. Because now, her father
wants her to get married. At sixteen. The deadly cult that had kept her
trapped for all these years just got a hundred times worse. Naomi sees
no way out until one dark night when the impossible happens. That night,
an angel sneaks into her room, kisses her and opens her eyes to a whole
new, supernatural power. Using her newfound power, she fights back
and discovers that she’s not the only one with a secret…. Download now
to find out if good really can defeat evil…. This title previously published
as Kissed: The Thorn Chronicles Book 1
Scarlet Cursed - Dora Blume 2021-02-07
Cursed fangs. Fiery chemistry. A twisted case that could win her
freedom… or leave her lifeless. Death lies scattered at Hope Matthews’
feet. Already solving murders by day, the audacious detective resents the
overbearing but well-built vampire whose bite flipped her evenings
upside down. But when she’s offered a blood-oath to escape from her
confines, she seizes the chance and starts searching for answers to a
string of bodies drained of life. Taking her investigation to the seedy club
where the victims met their demise, Hope revels in the jealousy her
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attraction to a playful crime scene tech creates with her dark, controlling
master. But with supernatural attacks rising and life-changing secrets
hanging in the night air, the trail of clues could lead her straight into a
shallow grave. Can the bold sleuth reclaim her freedom before she meets
her own gory end? Scarlet Cursed is the pulse-pounding first book in the
Raven Vampire Assassin urban fantasy series. If you like strong-willed
heroines, dashes of romance, and worlds dripping with intrigue, then
you’ll love Dora Blume’s red letter. Buy Scarlet Cursed to lift the crimson
stain today! For lovers of the following authors: Christine Pope Rebecca
Zenetti Kimber White Genevive Jack Alisa Woods Tasha Balck Eve
Langlais Chloe Neil Dannika Dark Aimee Easterling Annie Anderson
Patricia Briggs Richelle Mead Nalini Singh JR Ward WJ May Chloe Neill
The Reaper Chronicles - F.T. Scott 2021-07-01
Having been presumed dead for three years following a plane crash,
Elliot Blythe returns to his home under the curse of death. After the
murder of his brother, Elliot finds a master to train him in the dark arts
where he learns he must kill to survive. When a strange flu begins to
sweep its way through Sterling City, the duo race against the clock to
find the person responsible for murdering Elliot’s brother and foil a plot
to release a synthetic plague on humanity. Will they succeed, or are
there larger plans in motion?
Within Obsession and Lies - Harper Wylde 2021-10-14
Within Obsession and Lies is the sexy, action-packed first book in A
Court of Gilt and Shadow Series by bestselling authors Stacy Jones and
Harper Wylde. Power. Obsession. Lies. Other people dream of being
special. They wouldn't, if they knew what a nightmare it is. Arawyn
would give anything to be ordinary and rid herself of the power that lives
inside her. Dangerous and alluring, it's caused nothing but pain and
horror, making her the dark obsession of anyone who gets too close.
After years of barely containing it, Arawyn thought she had control...
until the night it bursts free and pulses like a beacon. As threats emerge
from the shadows, each one more fixated on her than the last, she finds
her life infiltrated by three mysterious men. A mafia boss, a psychopath,
and a killer. Rathe, Viper, and Fear are much more than they seem. They
taste of power and feel impossibly familiar. They call to her soul in a way
she's never experienced and might have answers to questions she's been
asking her entire life. But darkness and secrets surround them, ones
covered in blood and mire. When the monsters stalking her endanger not
only her power but her life, she'll have to make a decision: take a risk
and let these dangerous men in, or do what she's always done-walk away
and try to survive on her own. Trusting them would be a mistake. Yet,
she may not have a choice. The monsters hunting her aren't human and
they're out for blood. Rathe, Viper, and Fear might be her only chance of
making it through this alive. There's only one problem. They aren't
human either... From bestselling authors, Stacy Jones and Harper Wylde,
comes a darkly seductive new series that blends romance, danger, and
the supernatural into an unforgettable read.
Raven Cursed - Faith Hunter 2012-01-03
The vampires of Asheville, North Carolina, want to establish their own
clan, but since they owe loyalty to the Master Vampire of New Orleans
they must work out the terms with him. To come up with an equitable
solution, he sends an envoy with the best bodyguard blood money can
buy: Jane Yellowrock. But when a group of local campers are attacked by
something fanged, Jane goes from escort to investigator. Unless she
wants to face a very angry mast vampire, she will have to work overtime
to find the killer. It's a good thing she's worth every penny.
Waking the Witch - Kelley Armstrong 2011-06-21
The orphaned daughter of a sorcerer and a half-demon, Savannah is a
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terrifyingly powerful young witch who has never been able to resist the
chance to throw her magical weight around. But at 21 she knows she
needs to grow up and prove to her guardians, Paige and Lucas, that she
can be a responsible member of their supernatural detective agency. So
she jumps at the chance to fly solo, investigating the mysterious deaths
of three young women in a nearby factory town as a favour to one of the
agency’s associates. At first glance, the murders look garden-variety
human, but on closer inspection signs point to otherworldly stakes. Soon
Savannah is in over her head. She’s run off the road and nearly killed,
haunted by a mystery stalker, and freaked out when the brother of one of
the dead women is murdered when he tries to investigate the crime. To
complicate things, something weird is happening to her powers. Pitted
against shamans, demons, a voodoo-inflected cult and garden-variety
goons, Savannah has to fight to ensure her first case isn’t her last. And
she also has to ask for help, perhaps the hardest lesson she’s ever had to
learn. Book 11 in the Otherworld series.
Basics of Magical Bonds - L.C. Mawson 2020-11-13
Of course, it was too good to be true... What kind of desperate fool
believes the handsome Great Dragon in her dreams when he tells her
that he loves her and wants her to share his power? Me, apparently. And
now I've given him free access to my mind. I can keep him out, but only
by binding myself to my girlfriend, my old crush who is apparently open
to dating me as well, and the guy I almost incinerated when I first drew
on the Great Dragon's powers. The bond will only keep me safe if the
four of us keep it strong, but I don't see how that's going to happen...
BASICS OF MAGICAL BONDS is the second book in the Ember Academy
for Magical Beings New Adult slow-burn Reverse Harem Urban Fantasy
Academy series. If you love sarcastic, bisexual heroines; dragon-related
mysteries; and magical universities, you’ll love this latest fast-paced
series in L.C. Mawson’s Snowverse.
Caged Kitten - Rhea Watson 2020-09-24
I don't belong here. Seriously. I don't.For as long as I can remember,
supernatural clans took care of their own bad apples. Shifters, fae,
vampires, elves, witches-we handled our crap quietly, efficiently, and
within the confines of our community's law.Until now, apparently.How
else am I supposed to explain doing inventory in my café one minute,
then waking up the next in a processing cell, cuffed and shackled to a
chair, wearing a collar that mutes my magic?I've never gotten so much
as a parking ticket before. I'm a witch without a coven, but I play by the
rules. I don't start beef with other supers. Me and my familiar-we don't
make waves. We like cozy, rainy Sunday afternoons and the smell of
freshly baked bread.So, whatever they've got on me, it's nonsense.I
know, I know. That's what everyone in Xargi Penitentiary says. Innocent.
Innocent. Innocent.Only the creatures around me aren't always so
innocent, and even inside these four walls, trapped by wards and
warlocks and wolves, my past is determined to damn me.Until I find a
non-magical way out of this, my wits are all I've got.Well, my wits... and
the gruff dragon shifter who looks at me like I'm treasure he's desperate
to hoard. The gorgeous fae who delights in the fact that I'm not
impressed with him. Oh, and the brooding vampire who could tempt me
into darkness with his smile.But I'm not here to make friends or fall in
love.I don't belong in Xargi Penitentiary, and if it's the last thing I ever
do, I'm getting out.Or... I just might die trying.Caged Kitten is a
standalone why-choose paranormal romance and is part of the ALL THE
QUEEN'S MEN series. Each book in the series is a full-length standalone
featuring layered heroes and a headstrong heroine who never has to
settle for just one happily-ever-after. The books can be read in any order
and are part of the same supernatural universe.
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